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Summary

Limit-Up Limit-Down (LULD):




LULD does a good job of preventing runaway stock prices, but the reopening process is messy.
LULD can be improved with gradually widening bands instead of a trading halt.
LULD bands should be harmonized with the Clearly Erroneous Execution (CEE) rules.

Market-wide circuit breakers:
 Widening the market-wide circuit breakers to 10% BASED ON THE OPEN is a good idea.
 Market-wide circuit breakers need to be coordinated with derivative markets.
 The re-opening process needs to be carefully reconsidered.
 The market should (almost) always be re-opened later long enough to produce valid closing
prices.
 Each market-wide event is different, so human judgment is required.
 16 Separate SRO filings demonstrate the problems with our regulatory structure.

Small-cap liquidity:




The problems in the small-cap sector represents a serious threat to the economic growth and
wellbeing of the United States. Don’t give up.
Improvements need to be made in compliance costs, litigation risks, and market structure.
Experimentation in market structure, such as issuer-paid liquidity providers, should be
encouraged. There is no “one-size-fits-all” perfect market structure.
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Introduction
My name is James J. Angel and I am an Associate Professor of Finance at the McDonough School of
Business at Georgetown University. I have an engineering as well as finance background and am a coinventor on 12 financial technology patents. I was a Visiting Academic Fellow at the NASD where,
among other things, I participated in the design of the opening and closing auctions at Nasdaq. I have
visited over 70 stock and derivative exchanges around the world.1
As a finance professor with an engineering background, I have long been concerned about the fragility of
our modern electronic markets. Indeed, I warned the SEC in writing five times before the Flash Crash
about this fragility.2
As the discussion today is primarily about the application of trading restrictions and halts to prevent
excess volatility, it is useful to begin with some general comments about when it is appropriate to halt a
market:
1. Information dissemination. When there is a major information event such as a merger or
earnings announcement, fairness dictates that market participants have sufficient time to receive
and process the information. For this reason, most corporate earnings announcements are made
outside of regular trading hours, and procedures are in place to halt trading during the day for
news dissemination.
2. Temporary liquidity imbalances. When there are temporary liquidity imbalances, a market pause
or slowdown of some type can prevent clearly erroneous trades from occurring in a fast moving
automated market. Furthermore, a trading halt provides time to seek out liquidity. A switch to a
single price reopening auction theoretically concentrates all of the liquidity in one time and one
place and thus theoretically results in good price discovery.
3. System malfunction. Clearly if there is a fire, power failure, computer or other major malfunction,
prudence dictates closing the market until the malfunction is resolved. What is more problematic
is what to do when there is only a partial malfunction in part of the market network. The
operational question concerns how bad the malfunction needs to be in order shut down the entire
market.
4. Other disruptions in the economy. During serious crises, the market may be shut down for
political reasons. The NYSE was closed for four months at the outbreak of World War I due to
1

My vita is attached as an appendix.
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Details are in my testimony before the U.S. Senate Sub-Committee on Securities, Insurance, and Investment and
the Senate Permanent Sub-Committee on Investigations, December 8, 2010, “Examining the Efficiency, Stability,
and Integrity of the U.S. Capital Markets”, available at
http://www.banking.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/a4f49d29-fe78-4ed9-a8393a6c09917298/33A699FF535D59925B69836A6E068FD0.angeltestimony1282010.pdf
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U.S. government concerns that foreign selling of securities to finance the European conflict
would lead to a gold drain from the U.S. and thus disrupt U.S. exchange rates. More recent
closures occurred in Egypt and Greece.3
5. Lack of trading interest. There is only so much trading interest in a given instrument, and it
doesn’t make sense to keep a market open when no one wants to trade. Despite our computerized
markets, the computers are overseen by people, and people like to go home and sleep at night.
Regular trading hours stop at 4:00 pm ET each day and extended hours at 8:00 pm ET. Despite
the availability of extended and pre-open trading hours, liquidity is generally low at those times.
6. Memorials for important people. The U.S. equity markets have traditionally closed for a day for
presidential funerals to honor dead presidents. Moments of silence have also been observed at
other times such as to honor the victims of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.

Call auctions are not a panacea.
Call auctions, however, are not a panacea for the market’s ills. Theoretical arguments for call auctions
often naively ignore the many real-world problems that complicate the design of call auctions. Call
auctions are vulnerable to gaming and manipulation. This is especially true when a market has been
closed and there has been no price information generated by trading.
Designing an auction is a tricky process. There are numerous design decisions regarding allowable what
order types are allowed and when, what information should be disclosed and to whom, how the price is
determined, how shares are allocated, whether the execution or cutoff time is randomized, what kind of
cancellations are allowed and when, and so forth. Due to this complexity, our exchanges are still
constantly experimenting with changes to their opening auctions despite two centuries of operation.
Some market liquidity is conditional upon the counterparties knowing something about the counterparty
(e.g. retail v. institutional). Such liquidity would not be expressed in a reopening call auction.
Call auctions impose execution risk on market participants. In a continuous market, participants can
receive executions in a few microseconds at a known price. In a discontinuous call market, the
participant is locked in to an unknown execution price, which creates risk that deters traders from
participating in the auction. Thus, some investors prefer to wait and see what happens in an opening
auction before trading.
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The Athens Stock Exchange was closed on June 26, 2015 and reopened on August 3, 2015. For information on
the Greek shutdown, see “Athens stock market tumbles on reopening,” Financial Times, August 3, 2015 Kerin
Hope in Athens and John Aglionby and Michael Hunter in London http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/c61d1b12-39b011e5-bbd1-b37bc06f590c.html. The Egypt Stock Exchange was closed due to the Arab Spring uprising on January
27, 2011 and reopened on March 23, 2011. See “Egypt stock market halts trading minutes after reopening,”
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-12828413, accessed October 10, 2015.
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Call auctions themselves are also themselves vulnerable to liquidity imbalances. Furthermore, as has
been the experience in LULD reopening auctions, all orders are not necessarily routed to the primary
listing market’s reopening auction, sometimes resulting in less than stellar reopening results.

LULD prevents runaway prices but the reopening is messy.
Currently, the Limit Up Limit Down (LULD) system, in oversimplified terms, works as follows to
prevent runaway stock prices: A stock is not permitted to trade outside moving price band is determined
(generally the average of the last five minutes of trading prices) for each stock. A “limit state” occurs if a
stock’s quote hits the boundary of the bands. If a stock is stuck in a limit state for 15 seconds, a trading
halt (euphemistically called a “pause”) ensues. The stock then reopens in approximately five minutes.
Here is an example of LULD in action:
On August 1, 2014, Magellan Midstream Partners opened at 9:30:01.467. The opening print and first
reference price was $79.86. The band size was 20%, and thus the lower and upper band prices were
$63.89 and $95.83 respectively. However, the guideline for cancelling clearly erroneous executions
(CEE) for a stock in this price range is only 3%. Almost immediately after the open, the stock price
plunged. The offer hit the lower band of $63.89, triggering a limit state that lasted 4.132 seconds. During
that state, 340 trades took place at the lower band of $63.89. The price quickly rebounded to near the
opening price within seconds.
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All trades at $77.46 or below were busted, resulting in 3,080 cancellations across 11 SROs.
LULD did its job and created an effective boundary that prevented even more trades from printing at even
lower prices. This prevented the possibility of executing trades at prices such as $.01 as occurred during
the Flash Crash. However, it did not prevent clearly erroneous executions that needed to be cancelled.

CEE should be harmonized with LULD.
Traders may hesitate to step in to offset liquidity imbalances if they fear that their trades will later be
cancelled. For example, a trader may observe that a stock price has fallen and step in to buy, and thus
help to halt the decline in the price. Later, the stock price recovers and the trader sells the position,
earning a profit for stepping in when the market needed it. However, if the purchase trade is later
cancelled, the trader is left with a naked short position and likely trading losses. Faced with such a
prospect, few intelligent traders will step in.
I concur with the Sub-Committee’s recommendation that the LULD bands should be harmonized with the
Clearly Erroneous Execution (CEE) rules to prevent any trades that should later be cancelled. This will
create certainty of execution that will make it more likely for traders to step in and provide liquidity when
needed.
5

Re-openings can be improved.
As discussed above, there are a number of problems with the design and operation of call auctions. The
volatility of August 24, 2015 demonstrated the problems with the reopening process after LULD pauses.
Domestic Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) were particularly hard hit that day. The following chart
displays what happened to the iShares Core High Dividend ETF (HDV).

The solid red line indicates the true Net Asset Value (NAV) of the fund calculated from the actual trading
prices in consolidated trading of its constituents each minute.4 The green plus signs (+) are the actual

4

This ETF consists of actively traded large-cap U.S. equities. Even though many of the constituents stocks had not
yet formally opened on their primary listing exchange, they were actively traded on other exchanges under
Unlisted Trading Privileges (UTP).
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trade prices of the ETF. Note that the price of the ETF was at times more than $20 below the actual value
of the underlying portfolio, a sign of how under stress the market was that day.
There were 12 LULD pauses in HDV that day. However, most of the re-opening auctions did not result
in prices anywhere near the true underlying value of the ETF’s portfolio. One of the reasons for this is
that the auction process that was used at the time had a price limit on how far the re-opening price could
move, one of the many design decisions in auction design.

Stocks should re-open using the normal morning pre-open procedures.
The Sub-Committee recommends that the length of the maximum limit state be extended from 15 seconds
to two minutes, and the trading halt would be reduced to a halt-like “pre-open” state of two minutes.
The recommended use of a pre-open state is an excellent idea. This can be improved even further by
using the pre-open procedures currently in use in the U.S. equity market, one that allows trade matching
for some customers.
Currently, pre-open trading starts in the pre-dawn darkness when some exchanges switch on their
computers as early as 4:00 am. During this time the trades of the more adventurous traders discover the
price. Meanwhile, retail and patient institutional orders queue up for the 9:30 auction. However, this
auction does not generally discover the price – the price has already been discovered in the pre-open
trading. Thus, the retail and patient institutional orders get the “right” price in a fair and orderly opening
process. Such a process permits traders who are willing to take step and provide liquidity in a market
under stress to trade, thus discovering the price that the rest of the market benefits from.
It works every morning to produce a fair and orderly opening price for thousands of stocks. There is no
reason we should not use this well-oiled process for reopening halted stocks and IPOs.

Better yet, gradually widen the LULD bands rather than halt trading altogether.
Another approach worthy of consideration is to gradually widen the LULD bands until trading naturally
resumes. Rather than having a trading halt of some arbitrary length, the LULD bands could gradually be
widened until trading resumes. For example, if a stock is stuck at a 5% band for two minutes, the band
could widen to 10% for the next five minutes. If it is still stuck, the band could widen to 15% for the next
five minutes and so forth. This will allow enough time for humans to react. This time interval is
important so that market participants can re-examine orders or determine whether there are system
problems, and regulators can examine the situation to see if there is a news pending situation.

Market-wide circuit breakers need fixing
Market-wide circuit breakers were imposed in the U.S. after the Crash of 1987. From October 13, 1987
through October 19, 1987, the Dow Jones Industrial Average lost nearly 1/3 of its value, including a drop
7

of 22% on October 19 alone. 5 During the crash of October 19, severe systems failures plagued the
market. The level of order flow overwhelmed the capacity of the market to handle the orders, leading to
long delays in the execution of orders. For example, the printers that printed the order tickets on the
NYSE could not handle the volume. Stale prices affected the prices of indices such as the S&P500,
resulting in apparently large deviations between the stocks and the futures.
Subsequent to the crash, market-wide circuit breakers were imposed that call for various trading halts.
This seemed to make sense, as it would give the humans in the market time to catch up with the flow of
volume and reassess the situation. If the market, as measured by the Dow Jones Industrial Average,
dropped by approximately 10% or more before 2:30 pm, trading would be halted for one hour. If the
market dropped by 20%, there would be another halt, and 30% would halt the market for the rest of the
day.
In the May 6, 2010 “Flash Crash”, the market was again overwhelmed by a tsunami of order activity. A
large sell order in the e-mini S&P 500 futures contract led to a rapid decline in the futures price, which
was quickly transmitted to the equities markets. The high volume of message traffic caused substantial
delays in some data feeds. Many liquidity providers pulled out of the market, citing “data integrity”
concerns. The lack of liquidity resulted in many trades occurring at absurd prices, which required the
cancellation of over 20,000 clearly erroneous equity trades.
Subsequently, the U.S. markets tweaked the market-wide circuit breakers through a process that involved
rule filings from 16 separate SROs.6 The first halt is now set at a drop of 7% in the S&P 500, and the
halts are shorter.7 However, there has been insufficient consideration in how the market would re-open
after such a halt.
Our new market-wide circuit breakers are badly designed and we are extremely lucky that they
have never been triggered. As the recent turmoil in China in 2015 demonstrated, badly designed
market-wide circuit breakers can do more harm than good. The uncertainty as to when or if the market
will close can cause further panic as investors try to get out before the market is closed. The lack of
information during a closure may cause other investors to join the panic and try to get out as soon as the
market reopens.

Trading should be prematurely halted only when the market mechanism is not working.

5

See Report Of The Presidential Task Force On Market Mechanisms, Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC. 20402 , 1988
6

File Nos. SR-BATS-2011-038; SR-BYX-2011-025; SR-BX-2011-068; SR-CBOE-2011-087; SR-C2-2011-024; SR-CHX2011-30; SR-EDGA-2011-31; SR-EDGX- 2011-30; SR-FINRA-2011-054; SR-ISE-2011-61; SR-NASDAQ-2011-131; SRNSX-2011-11; SR-NYSE-2011-48; SR-NYSEAmex-2011-73; SR-NYSEArca-2011-68; SR-Phlx-2011-129
7

See https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/bats/2012/34-67090.pdf
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The primary job of an exchange is to match buyer and seller and discover the price. Price discovery
occurs through the interaction of the buy and sell orders placed by investors. Investors depend upon a
rich information infrastructure to disseminate the information needed to make informed trading decisions.
The exchanges disseminate quote information regarding available liquidity as well as trade information
regarding recent trades. Data vendors carry this information to investors. News media convey both
company specific information as well as general information regarding the state of the economy.
Analysts and other commentators digest this information into forms that others can assimilate.
There are large costs to halting trading, and it should only be done in extreme circumstances when the
market mechanism is not working properly. A sudden and unanticipated halt, especially a lengthy one,
can leave many market participants with excessive and costly risk exposures and unhedged positions.
Indeed, depending on the circumstances surrounding the halt, the halt itself may cause fear and more
panic. For example, if the Flash Crash had triggered a lengthy halt, the news media could potentially
have attributed the crash to fundamentally bad news, triggering more panic selling when the market reopened.
There are two primary types of situations in which the market mechanism can fail. The first is when an
information event occurs and investors have not had time to receive the information. For this reason our
markets routinely and rightly halt trading when news is pending.
The second is when there is a technical problem with the market mechanism. As our markets depend on
high quality information, any disruptions in the flow of information threaten to wreak chaos in the market.
Market-wide circuit breakers seemed like a natural response to the Crash of 1987 because the manual
stock market of that era could not keep up with the crush of volume. One of the exacerbating factors to
the Flash Crash cited in the various postmortems was that liquidity providers stopped trading due to
concerns about “data integrity” – the equity markets could not keep up with the flow of data.
A sudden large fluctuation in aggregate stock prices is a sign that the market mechanism may not be
working properly, and it may be appropriate to pause the market to locate and fix the problem. The
question is, how large should such a fluctuation be in order for an automatic circuit breaker to stop
trading?
7% is too small for a market-wide trigger

There was no real economic analysis or sound economic reasoning in the rule filings that reduced the
trigger percentage for the first halt from 10% to 7%. If this 7% rule had been in effect in recent years, we
would have had trading halts on the following days:
May 6, 2010 (The Flash Crash)
December 1, 2008
November 20, 2008
October 22, 2008
October 15, 2008
9

October 10, 2008
October 6, 2008
September 29, 2008
September 17, 2001 (the re-opening post 9/11)
With the benefit of 20/20 hindsight, would we have wanted to halt trading in the markets on those days?
No. We would have had market-wide halts several times during the financial storm in 2008 if the trigger
price were 7% from the prior close. The market volatility was reflecting the great uncertainty over the
financial crisis then erupting. Although investors were unhappy about the prices, there was general
agreement that the equity market structure worked reasonably well during that time period, especially
compared with the complete freeze-up in the mortgage backed securities markets. I don’t recall any
serious discussion stating that we should have had trading halts at that time. For example, the SEC’s
Concept Release on Equity Market Structure issued in January 2010 raised several issues about equity
market structure, but did not even mention trading halts or pauses.8
A trigger level of 7% is clearly too small as it would have triggered many clearly erroneous halts. A
return to the 10% level seems quite reasonable. Exchanges should also be encouraged to have plans in
place to deal with capacity shortages regardless of the movement in prices, either through a trading pause
or some kind of fair and orderly load shedding.

The market should NOT be halted by the opening auction. A market-wide circuit breaker should
be based on the opening price, not the prior close.
Our market opening procedures provide a fair and orderly auction that does a good job of digesting the
information that has accumulated since the previous close. The small amount of professional trading that
occurs in the pre-opening period provides battle-tested prices, assisting the market in finding the right
price in the opening auction. Sometimes major events occur that lead to a significant drop on the
opening. It would not make sense to shut down the market to hold a call auction immediately after
holding the opening call auction after the overnight shutdown in such a case.
Consider, for example, the re-opening of the market after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. The
DJIA opened on September 17, 2001 down 7.13% from the previous close on September 10. 9 Should
we have shut the market down immediately after the open on September 17, 2001? No! It makes no
sense to shut the market down for an auction immediately after reopening it. For this reason, the
reference price used should be based on the morning open, not the previous close.
There should be a procedure to determine fair and orderly closing prices.

8

http://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/2010/34-61358.pdf

9

Yahoo! Finance reports the previous day’s close for the opening price for the S&P500 for that time period, so I
am using the DJIA for which data on the open was available.
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Even in an extreme event, it is not clear that the market is served by closing for the rest of the day.
Indeed, such a close could be extremely harmful and do much unnecessary damage. For example,
suppose that a news report comes out that illegal alien zombies from outer space have landed. The
market drops 30% and is halted for the day. It turns out, however, that the news is fake. Nevertheless,
traders’ positions are all marked to market at the unnaturally low prices prevailing when the market was
closed for the day, leading to margin calls and overnight funding problems. Mutual fund transactions are
executed at clearly erroneous prices. Unless there is some reason to believe that the market mechanism is
broken, there should be a normal closing process so that mutual fund prices are properly determined.

If a halt occurs before the close, then extend the time of the close.
If there is a disruption large enough to require a trading pause near the close, the market should be reopened in order to permit an orderly closing process. This would permit market participants to clean up
their positions before the overnight period. It would also discover fair prices that mutual funds use to
price their shares, and brokerage firms use to calculate margin positions. If there is no orderly close,
mutual funds will be mispriced and brokerage firm margin calculation will be inaccurate. Such an
extended close needs to be tested very carefully, however, to make sure that all of the systems at the
various exchanges brokerage firms, and data vendors can handle it. Many computers may be
programmed Y2K like to always treat 4PM as the end of day.
Retain flexibility to let humans call a halt.
It is not possible to determine all of the reasons in advance why it would be appropriate to halt the market.
For this reason, there should be flexibility for human judgment to call a trading halt in an emergency
situation or when otherwise necessary to maintain a fair and orderly market. For example, suppose that
the President has a heart attack, as happened to President Eisenhower. It might be appropriate to halt the
market in order for the market to digest the information. Or there might be a partial network outage
affecting so many market participants that it might be appropriate to pause the market.
For this reason, the SRO rules should also permit a trading pause at the request of the SEC, FINRA, the
Fed, or the Treasury Department. Likewise, the SROs themselves should be able to call a halt if they feel
in their collective judgment that a trading pause is necessary to maintain a fair and orderly market.
Likewise, humans should be allowed to overrule the “close for the day” part of the market-wide circuit
breakers and plan for an orderly re-opening if needed to create fair and orderly closing prices.

Any trading halt and re-open needs to be closely coordinated with derivative markets.
The equity and derivative markets are closely interconnected. However, there is very little work on how
to coordinate the halting and re-opening of such markets in a market-wide event. Planning now will
prevent a bleepstorm later.
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The reopening process needs to be carefully rethought.

The recent changes to the market-wide circuit breakers gave no apparent thought to how to reopen the
market in the event of disruption serious enough to call a halt. If the market is slammed shut in a time of
turmoil, reopening the market could be extremely messy, with large and violent price fluctuations as the
market attempts to adjust.
On a normal day, futures contracts provide a good signal of the overall value of the market, and pre-open
trading provides battle hardened prices for most actively traded stocks, leading to a fair and orderly
market opening. Following a market-wide trading halt, the market should reopen in a similar gentle
manner. First derivatives, then pre-open trading in the largest stocks, then pre-open trading in all stocks,
and finally a normal open. Without careful thinking and planning, a messy re-open in a time of market
dislocation could make the dislocation even worse.

And finally,
This should be done with one SEC rule, not sixteen separate SRO rule filings!
The process used to institute market-wide circuit breakers exemplifies how bleeped up our regulatory
system is. Having sixteen separate rule filings is absurd. It is an extreme waste of scarce taxpayer
resources to have such waste and duplication, not to mention a useless compliance tax on all of the SROs
that have to file all this paperwork. Market-wide rules should be instituted through a single SEC rule
filing. The individual SRO rules should merely say something like “Trading is halted when a trading halt
is declared under SEC Rule HALT.”
Section 3(f) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 explicitly requires:
Whenever pursuant to this title the Commission is engaged in rulemaking, or in the review
of a rule of a self-regulatory organization, and is required to consider or determine whether
an action is necessary or appropriate in the public interest, the Commission shall also
consider, in addition to the protection of investors, whether the action will promote efficiency,
competition, and capital formation.

This method of forcing sixteen SROs to file sixteen piles of paperwork to institute a single unified
market-wide rule, requiring sixteen of everything is clearly inefficient.
This method of forcing sixteen SROs to file sixteen piles of paperwork to institute a single unified
market-wide rule, requiring sixteen of everything is clearly inefficient.
This method of forcing sixteen SROs to file sixteen piles of paperwork to institute a single unified
market-wide rule, requiring sixteen of everything is clearly inefficient.
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The SEC appears to be bypassing the Administrative Procedures Act by forcing all SROs to have
basically the same rule. This leaves market-wide rules like this open to legal challenges later on the
grounds that they are not really SRO rules, but really SEC rules that were not properly adopted. The
SEC should resist the temptation to do future market-wide rules in this manner and do proper rulemaking
at the SEC, not the SRO, level.
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Don’t give up on small cap liquidity.

I noticed with sadness that the Sub-Committee has suspended further discussion of small cap liquidity
issues. This is a mistake, as the problems in the small cap sector signal serious problems for capital
formation. There is no easy answer to the small cap liquidity problem, as the causes include:




Compliance burdens
Market structure issues
Litigation risks

Just because there is no easy silver bullet to solve the problem does not mean we should not address the
many contributors to the problem. Some market structure reforms are simple. For example, we should
permit European style liquidity providers to be paid for by issuers. This works without serious problem
in several countries and should be permitted here. Others issues require longer and deeper dialogues,
such as the proper role of a dealer market in the small cap sector. But we will never get there unless we
start.
If you have any questions, feel free to email me at angelj@georgetown.edu or call me at (202) 687-3765.

Respectfully submitted,

James J. Angel, Ph.D, CFA
Georgetown University
McDonough School of Business
Washington DC 20057
(202) 687-3765
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Major Points


I. LULD prevents runaway prices




II. Our market-wide circuit breakers are
defective and can do more harm than good.




But can be improved.

Need to fix BEFORE the next tsunami.

III. The crisis in the small cap sector is a big
problem for U.S. capital formation and economic
growth.


Don’t give up!
James J. Angel
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Re-opening is problematic


Auctions are vulnerable






Gaming
Manipulation
Liquidity Imbalances

Auctions are complicated to design





What kind of orders to allow and when
What information to disseminate and to whom
When to hold auction
How to determine price




Whether to constrain price movements

How to allocate shares
James J. Angel

@GUFinProf
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Potential improvements


Gradually widening bands instead of trading
halt.




Let market naturally find new price.

Harmonize Clearly Erroneous Execution
(CEE) rules with LULD

James J. Angel

@GUFinProf
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II: Market wide circuit
breakers are defective.


Halt made sense in manual days.




Market could not keep up in 1987.

Markets under stress do not need the
uncertainty of a whether they will close.


Experience in China shows can do more harm
than good.

James J. Angel

@GUFinProf
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More problems


Trigger should be based on open price, not close.





7% trigger is too small




Would have triggered on 9/11 reopen, too many times in
2008

No substantive thought has been given to
coordination with derivative markets




Market has already been closed all night.
Makes no sense to switch to auction immediately after
opening auction.

Where is FSOC when you need them???

Or reopening process.
James J. Angel

@GUFinProf
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III. Small cap crisis


We now have approximately half as many
U.S. public companies as 20 years ago.






Only 3,556 companies in the Wilshire 5000

Closing the public markets to small cap
companies shuts off a vital source of capital
for small and growing companies.
Less capital = less investment = less growth
= fewer jobs
James J. Angel

@GUFinProf
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No silver bullet


Small cap challenges




Litigation risk
Compliance burdens
Market structure


We no longer have choice in market structure


Old days:
 High cost Nasdaq dealer market provided research
support – but had higher transaction costs
 Amex/NYSE had lower transaction costs

James J. Angel

@GUFinProf
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Don’t give up!


Lack of easy answers does not mean we
should not address problem.

James J. Angel

@GUFinProf
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